
13 March 2004 J3/04-274

Subject: Trivial changes to FCD
From: Van Snyder

1 Edits1

Edits refer to 03-007r2. Page and line numbers are displayed in the margin. Absent other instructions, a2

page and line number or line number range implies all of the indicated text is to be replaced by associated3

text, while a page and line number followed by + (-) indicates that associated text is to be inserted after4

(before) the indicated line. Remarks are noted in the margin, or appear between [ and ] in the text.5

Some edits here overlap edits proposed in BSI and J3 USTAG positions. They may therefore be irrelevant.6

On the other hand, if those edits are not ultimately accepted, these may still be relevant.7

Incorrect terminology8

In many cases where the standard refers to “kind type parameter” it should refer to “kind type parameter9

value”. This may not be all of them, but it’s a start.10

Insert “value” after “parameter” at the following places. The notation x : y : 2 means “Twice at page11

x, line y.12

36:15 39:3 44:3 44:11 124:20 124:21:2 124:22 124:24 124:26
124:30 124:32 124:34 124:36 124:38 124:41 124:43 124:46 300:31
300:32 302:11 302:12 303:18 303:19 307:8 307:9 307:19 307:20
308:4:2 309:18 309:19 316:29 316:30 320:6 320:7 322:4 322:5
323:3 323:4 323:23 323:24 326:3 326:4 326:23 326:24 327:4
327:5 329:28 329:29 332:2 332:3 335:7 335:8 340:12 340:13
346:5 346:7 346:8 346:10:2 346:11 346:13 348:24 348:25 351:14
351:15 352:27 352:28 358:1 358:2 359:12 359:1313

Insert “value” after the second instance of “parameter” at the following places.14

36:37 37:30 39:15 40:14 42:515

Replace “parameters” by “parameter values” at the followig places.16

95:32 124:14 124:29 124:30 124:32 124:36 124:4317

[Editor: Insert “the values of” before “its”.] 256:2618

[Editor: Insert “the values of its” before “type parameters”; insert “its” before “rank”.] 257:219

[It appears that “It” refers to the kind type parameter value of the result; it actually refers to the result 358:220

itself. Editor: “It” ⇒ “The result”.]21

Other problems22

[Editor: “which” ⇒ “that”.] 49:123

[The referenced subclauses have nothing to do with “linked.” Editor: “16.5.3, 15.3.1” ⇒ 16.4.1.4”.] 77:21+624

[The referenced subclause is about restrictions on generic declarations that avoid ambiguities. The 123:3525

reference should be to the subclause that applies to resolving generic references. Editor: “16.2.3” ⇒26

“12.4.4.1”.]27

[Number doesn’t agree. Editor: “is” ⇒ “are”.] 124:1428

[Imprecise and misleading. Editor: “associated” ⇒ “linkage associated (16.4.1.4)”.] 403:1129
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